RUGBY FOOTBALL
THE SEASON
The season started in conditions more suited
to Cricket, with the grounds very hard and the
lack of summer rain providing only a thin covering of grass. Ideal conditions to combine Athletics and non-contact skill learning for the
majority, and arduous fitness work for the prospective team players. During the course of the
season the mild weather prevailed and hardly
any games' afternoons were lost to adverse
weather conditions.
At team level the First XV enjoyed one of their
best set of results fora decade and the Seconds
and Thirds both won more than they lost. The
Fourth and Fifth Fifteens struggled but demonstrated admirable enthusiasm in some close
reversals. The Colts only lost one game and an
encouraging feature of this age group was the
desire to field both a third and fourth team on
a regular basis. The under Fifteens again won the
County R.F.U. knock-out cup: a tribute to perseverance after a shaky start. The under Fourteens
lacked a little weight in key areas and found it
heavy going against some opponents. However, there were encouraging signs of a high skill
level and this will be to their advantage when
they can compete on more equal terms sizewise.
The Senior Leagues and Junior Leagues competitions ran more smoothly than in some years
and creditforthis must go to the many staff who
freelygive up their time to help, inparticularto
House staff and Messrs Parki nson and Bach who
were the respective organisers of the aforementioned competitions. More detailed reports of the various teams are documented in
the following scripts. Theyall confirm that rugby
is a game to be enjoyed but, at the same time,
is a game of physical confrontation. The very
nature of such a sport is bound to produce
injuries, and, although mention is made of the
many backroom assistants, none are more important than those who help prevent and treat
injuries. The School is fortunate to have a first
class medical team of Mrs Bone and Mrs Moffatt, the assistance of staff volunteers and professional advice from the School doctors. Without them, the playing of rugby at the high standard we enjoy would be impractical.
G. N. P.

combination of these two qualities that enabled the fifteen to gel into a workable unit and
achieve a degree of success which has not
been seen for at least a decade.
When one talks about there being no such
thing as a team game one must temper this
statement with the observation that rugby requires fifteen players to be on the field at any
one time representing either a Club, School or
representative side. However the selfish instinct of everybody requires that they play well
individual ly. I strongly maintain that the average
player gains a great deal more satisfaction from
playing well, even though the team may have
lost, than from playing badly in a winning side.
The players in this year's fifteen were just this
sort of player and, because they all wanted to
perform well as individuals, they invariably
outplayed their opposite number with such
regularity that a team victory became inevitable. Additionally, the vast majority loathed
making mistakes but at the same time realised
that it was up to them to put it right. Fortunately
the combination of these two traits produced
success.
These observations should not, however, lead
one to believe that the side was made up of a
moody, self-centred and arrogant bunch of
self-opinionated upstarts. Far from it. The side
were on the whole a pleasant collection of
personalities who got on well with each other
and, because of this, probably played better as
a team than in previous seasons when relationships between players had not been quite so
harmonious. There was a refreshing balance of
old heads and young fresh-faced debutants,
which combination caused one or two ex-
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THE FIRST FIFTEEN
P13,W10, D1, L2
There is an argument put forward that there is
no such thing as a team game. It is an opinion
that I would support. Essentially, all human
beings have some degree of selfishness in their
make-up, and, conversely, they all have some
degree of consideration for others. It was a

changes of verbal aggression. These, however,
were few and far between and I think it fair to
say that all players took their playing and training
seriously but at the same time did not take
themselves too seriously. A prime example of
this was the comment by Chris Parke who, after
dropping every pass he received in the Uppingham match and also missing every tackle,
was heard to utter at full time, 'Not one of my
better matches'.
During the course of the season ten matches
were won, two were lost and one was drawn.
It was the biggest number of victories against
other schools ever recorded and an achievement that should not be taken too lightly. The
first and second fifteen squads benefitted from
the inclusion of fourteen players returning from
the New Zealand tour. These were a I ready very
fitand added agreat deal of know-howgleaned
from down under. From the outset prospects
were optimistic and we were not to be disappointed.
The season started early and, with the grounds
still concrete hard from the relentless summer
sunshine, injuries were bound to be in evidence. As it was, a total of twenty six boys
represented the XV during the course of the
season, which speaks volumes for our strength
in depth - a feature no doubt due to some
excellent coaching during formative years. Of
the non-regular players who appeared, five
made their debut appearance in a memorable
victory at Harrow. Whitlock, who played in
nearly half the matches, really got the bit between his teeth in this game and, along with the
puregutsand thunder performances of Shorten
and Carey Smith, laid the foundations for a
surprising but well-deserved victory. Cameron,
playing in the unfamiliar role of wing, was not
going to let anybody down and Stewart Martin
added some deft touches in the middle. The
latter was probably one of the more unlucky
players of the season: he was not really quick
enough to be a genuine winger and, although
he has skill, not really instinctive enough to be a
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centre. Nevertheless he never let the side down
and added an artistic expressive freedom to
some of the penalty moves.
At full back, Mark Lake started the season as
first choice. A nigglins back injury and then a
more serious shoulder dislocation saw him
playing only a handful of games. This was a pity
for such a talented player. However, Simmonds improved beyond all belief. His month
in New Zealand obviously did him a power of
good and he quickly progressed into a competent performer to make the full back position his
own. He still has work to do on his positional
play and he is still slightly suspect under the
high ball. An improvement in these would see
him a force to be reckoned with in Schoolboy
rugby. Two more younger players who excelled during the season were Henry and
Hedley. The former soon distinguished himself
as first choice Loose Head. Not particularly big,
he is nevertheless strong and technically sound
in addition to being quick around the park.
Unfortunately he still has a tendency to find the
ball either too heavy or too difficult to catch. If
this skill could be improved, a further dimension would be added to his already impressive
repertoire. Grant Hedley was the find of the
season. Nearly lost forever to the Boating Society and almost banned for life at Colts level for
over-zealous play, he matured in both attitude
and physical dimensions. Not over-tall for a
second row, he used cunning and athleticism
to secure much of his own ball and the years of
exhaustive circuit training as an oarsman paid
off in the scrums. Richard Kettler, on the tight,
took one or two f lyi ng lessons from time to ti me
but, to his credit, always bounced back with a
vengeance. His improved fitness and muscle
development made him a formidable force
both in set pieces and around the park where
his speed did not go unnoticed. His healthgiving home-brew potions obviously supplemented an already extensive training programme
which he forced himself to do during the
summer months and his award as player of the
year was a popular and deserved honour. If
Richard was the brawn in the front row then
David McGavin was the brains. An excellent all
round player with speed, agility, strength,
knowledge of the game and boundless stamina, his selection for the Midland Counties is
thoroughly deserved. If only he could improve
his actual hooking ability he could progress
further! To such a player there is no really adequate understudy but Poulter came very close.
Both last season and this, Poults has played
mainly for the Seconds, but his standard is such
that he never looks out of place when promotion calls. Always on the winning side, he is a
cheerful player who was also present in the
team that recorded our only victory in New
Zealand. ItwasunfortunatethatJoOliver should
be picked to play in our heavy defeat by Oundle.
Normally a flanker, he accepted the arduous
role of Hooker and, against a superior pack, he
played his heart out. His performances in the
2nd XV have been well reported and, given a
slight change in attitude, he could feature next
season. Dominic Wyer-Roberts was a massive
boost for the side in more ways than one.
Strong, big and skilful, his only lack was con-

Chris Parke, Dominic Wyer-Roberts and Richard Stone w h o represented Bedford RUFC vs O l d Paul nes

trolled aggression. When applied, he took on
opposition packs on his own and I am sure
Purves can testify to the power of his right hook.
In the line out he out-jumped nearly everybody
and provided a good boiler room with Hedley
in the scrums. He too deserves his selection for
the Midlands and will hopefully use his Boat
Club stamina to the full.
The back row, often known to tight forwards
as glory boys and to backs as talkative nuisances, certainly played their part in this team's
success. Simon Brown, on the blind side,
showed a good turn of pace, a strong tackle, an
ability to read the game and gave excellent
support to all. On the open, Dan Seago was
everything you would expect: fast, fit, rugged,
popular with the girls and extremely clumsy. A
player always there to lift the side when down,
his contribution was immeasurable and the
reference to his clumsiness is not entirely true
when one remembers his excel lent one-handed
pick up to score against Mill Hill. At number 8
Gareth Lake was an excellent player and an
excellent Captain. Leading by example, he was
never afraid of the unsavoury aspects of play
and his reading of situations was impeccable.
Diplomatic off the field and firm on it, he gained
immediate respect from the whole side. Rarely
standing out as the man of the match, he was
the sort of player others wanted on their side,
and the sort that was well and truly missed
when he was not there.
Outside the scrum, Richard Stone played with
increasing maturity and his physical presence
created many problems for the opposition. He
was talkative in an encouraging and constructive way and his darting breaks off rucks and
scrums were the catalyst for many surging forward moves. His service improved during the
season and his deft left-footed hoists served as
a useful option on more than one occasion.
Outside him, Ben Miller increased in confidence as the term progressed. Not afraid to
take the opposing back row on, he sometimes
overdid ita little bit. He will have learned much
in this his first year in the side. His punting
sometimes left a little to be desired but territorial advantage was often turned into points by
his accurate place kicking and his infrequent
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drop goal attempts often produced moralelifting scores. In particular, one remembers his
mighty hoist against Rugby and his corner flag
effort against Harrow that resulted in a try for
Coventry. The latter player, also in his first year in
the XV, contributed an outstanding amount.
Solid in the tackle, he lacked the finesse of
some of those around him. Without his efforts
though they would not have been nearly so free
to demonstrate their skills. Adam was the type
of player who would make sure that security of
the ball was priority. It was mainly due to his
clearing work in the middle that allowed our
own forwards to capture second phase possession. Rather like Gareth Lake, Coventry is the
sort of player one is thankful to have in the side
and we must not forget his opportunist tries
from his own colleagues' poor kicks.
At outside centre, the long-striding Purves
created havoc amongst the more faint hearted
of opponents. His pace and skill coupled with
his strength in the tackle provided the launching
pad for many forays into the other half. At times
there was a tendency to run across the field but,
as he demonstrated against both Rugby and
Haberdashers, running straight at opponents
causes them problems and inevitably brings
scores. The speed of Justin Miers earned him
original selection on the right wing and he was
unlucky to lose out due to an enforced lay-off
with concussion. His turn will no doubt come.
He is a committed player who, once he gains
the confidence to go straight round the outside
of his opponent, takes a lot of stopping. Montgomerie succeeded in making the right wing
berth his own with some dazzling displays of
speed. Originally slightly nervous of playing, it
is to his credit that he overcame this to play an
important role, not only in attack but in defence
and if one could measure the expressive joy
demonstrated when awarded colours, then
Monty would easily record the top mark. On the
other wing Will Banks made a brief excursion
into the big time as replacement. Occasionally
having to slow down so that his team mates
could keep up, he was one of the many players
we were glad to have in reserve and next
season will, no doubt, see him going for more
regular selection. Chris Parke, once he had

incidents that happened, both in matches and
in training, that makes a good season. This has
been a good one. A fine bunch with a fine
approach, they have got a lot out of it and, in
return, they have probably given even more to
the School and School rugby.
G. N. P.
Regular players: S.J. Brown, A.M. Coventry, G.
Hedley, N.A. Henry, R.H.R. Kettler, G.S.A. Lake,
D.C.M.McGavin,B.J.A. Miller, J.N. Montgomene,
C.S.G. Parke, J.H.G Purves, D.K. Seago, R.G.
Simmonds, R.J. Stone and D. Wyer-Roberts.
Also played: Banks, Cameron, Carey-Smith, Lake,
Martin, Miers, Oliver, Shorten and Whitlock.
1st XV Results, 1989

w
overcome his hamstring twinge, showed real
class. Even though, as mentioned earlier, he
made mistakes, he was a typical exponent of
the adage that form may vary but class remains
constant. Quick, strong, able to read a game
and rarely beaten in the tackle, Chris was sometimes sheer poetry to watch. A thinking player,
he has done well to be selected for the Midlands and, along with Stone and Wyer-Roberts,
played for the Bedford R.U.F.C. during the Christmas holidays.
Behind every team there are always many
more characters without whom matches would
not be possible. In particular, special thanks
should go to Mr. Cooley who, in between
insulting boys and staff alike, found the time to
maintain the pitch in the best condition for
years. This was probably not only due to his
agricultural knowhow but also to the fact that,
for the first time in several years, both ends of
the pitch have been played on and not just the
one w e were defending. Additionally the East
Midlands Referees Society once again provided us with knowledgeable, qualified and
sympathetic officials, the Modern School match
being controlled by a current International Panel
referee. The after-match refreshment was a tribute to the School Catering staff who provided
several hundreds of boys and parents with teas.
Coupled with this, it would be remiss not to
express sincere thanks to both Mrs. Barlen and
Mrs. McKendrick who gave up their valuable
time to assist in this area. The Barfordian Coach
Company also provided a friendly and efficient
service, sometimes being kind enough either to
provide a luxury coach or a magical mystery
tour en route. The support of many parents and
Old Boys was much appreciated and the season would not have been the same without the
tireless service of Colin Rowe on the touch line.
He provided many astute comments (though
not always at the right time) and his ceaseless
enthusiasm was of enormous benefit.
Statistics are nice to look at in years to come,
particularly if they are like this year's, but it is the
memories of the people that played and the

v Bedford Modern School (A)
vDulwich College (H)
v Harrow School (A)
vOundle School (H)
v Bedford Town Colts (A)
v Mill Hill School (H)
v Uppingham School (A)
v Rugby School (A)
v Stowe School (A)
v Haberdashers' Askes (H)
v Haileybury College (H)
v St Paul's School (A)

Won 33-3
Won 21-3
Won 16-4
Lost 0-29
Won 20-9
Won 32-3
Won 16-14
Won 13-6
Won 30-0
Won 37-7
Won 13-6
Lost 8-25

2nd XV
P 1 2 , W 7 , L5
(Points for: 208. Points against: 95)
The expression 'You can't have a strong 1 st XV
without a strong 2nd X V was clearly shown this
year. On paper we had a team ful I of talent and
promise. Julian Cummings and Robert Poulter
returned with the experience of the New Zealand tour behind them and ex-3rd XV and Colts
joined together to form a keen squad of players.
The first match showed what the team was
capable of when, on a cold and wet day, it
managed to score 39 points against Bedford
Modern without reply, including two tries from
both James Montgomerie and Jeff Phenix. With
an 8-4 win against Dulwich behind it, due to a
Hee Keat Ling try, the 2nd XV faced a tough
fixture away to Harrow, made all the more
difficult by the fact that five of the previous
week's team were absent. After falling 0-20
behind by half-time, a rousing comeback was
dashed: although a deserved victory looked
possible, the team finally went down 18-20.
A tight match unfortunately saw a defeat by
Oundle (8-13) before two resounding victories
againstMill Hill (32-3)and Stowe(36-0), where
the pace of Justin Myers (4 tries vs Mill Hill) and
James Montgomerie (3 tries vs Stowe) proved
decisive. The loss against St. Edwards (0-13)
was made more depressing when Robert Poulter and Ben Whitlock left the field; neitherplayed
again as a result of their injuries. A hard-fought
match at Rugby (4-15) resulted in another narrow defeat but the team were treated to a
scintillating 'zig-zagging' run and score from
NickSinfield and some excellent cover-tackling
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by Adam Dawson.
The Haberdasher's match saw the 2nd XV
back on the victory path with a formidable
performance from the second row of Dick
Carey Smith and Ben Shorten, who was rewarded with a try, and the back row of Will
Banks, Joe Oliver and Ed Parsons, who between them collected five tries. The final score
was 30-9.
The highlight of the season was, without doubt,
the victory over St. Paul's (20-0). The 2nd XV
played dominating 15-man rugby with the backs
breaking through the defence of St. Paul's time
and time again. The forwards pushed the
opposition all over the pitch and the virtues of
teamwork shone through.
The annual Old Boys fixture gave the 2nd XV
the opportunity to show previous years how
good they were. Despite making it as difficult as
possible for themselves, Stewart Martin ensured victory (by 10-8) by breaking through
and running the length of the pitch to score.
Although the final analysis of results isn't stunning, much of the play tended to be! The
victories were all by large margins and the
defeats were always narrow. In all, 27 players
represented the 2nd XV, showing the strength
and depth of ability this year. Many players will
serve the 1st XV very weli next year, having
learnt much about teamwork with the 2nd XV
this year.
Finally, on behalf of the team, I would like to
thank Mr. Baker for his hard work and support
throughout this season.
The following represented the 2nd XV: R.
Poulter, B. Whitlock, N. Henry, M. Bryant, S.
Cameron, M. Pape, J. Barker, B. Shorten, R.
Carey-Smith, P. Handley, K. Warrington, E. Parsons, J. Oliver, D. Stones, W. Banks, N. Sinfield,
R. Smith, J. Phenix, S. Martin, J. Montgomerie, J.
Myers, H. Ling, A. Dawson, R. Simmonds, J.
Woods, D. Eastcott.
J.T.C.

The Crowd 1st XV vs Old Bedfordians, December 1989

Stowe must count themselves very unfortunate to face fifteen very upset yet determined
young men on the 1st XV pitch. 52-3 was a
P14,W13, L1
hammering, and was performed with a lot of
(Points for: 312. Points against: 43)
passion yet direction.
I felt a bit like Kenny Dalglish when I began this
St. Edwards were sturdy opposition but early
season, although I don't have a silly accent like midfield breaks made the impact. However,
him. The team was a side used to winning,
knowing theirweaknesses, we failed to capitaltalented and with a following larger than Bedise, playing to their strengths in the forwards.
ford Rugby Club. Nevertheless, it turned out to
The 26-4 victory against Rugby was possibly
be one of the most pleasurable experiences of
the best individual performance of the season,
my life, save my first week at University.
in front of a large crowd on the 1st XV pitch.
Rugby had denied the School victory on the
The team was oozing with talent. Captaincy
two previous encounters. To win with such
was given to Wyer-Roberts, a player who has
style was one of those moments that put lumps
signed a newcontractwithAirfix, modelling for
into spectators' throats. I had a 'drumlin' in
their battle tank division. He was ably assisted
mine.
by Penn who, with shoulders the size of six
minor counties- a man who used to pull stage
Gomarsall was sparkling. Andrew has grown
coaches solo through the Arizona Desert- was
in stature throughout the season, with a great
a power-house at high head. He proved himcommitment and humility to work at his game.
self a fast, agile and almost intelligent prop.
Mark 'Spongeman' Watts was everywhere. I use
Mike West, although he doesn't have a scar on
an affectionate term for the person I've brought
his left cheek, reminded me of an action man I
the bucket on to the most. Do or die character.
had when I was young (some people may have Mr. Destructible. At times self-destructable!
had the black version!). Fortunately, although
Okankwo hammered in two tries. Chike, our
tough front-row encounters took place, Mike
answer to Eddie Murphy with sunglasses, has
still has his arms and legs. (My action-man lost
pace, aggression, arms the length of the Thames
his a long time ago!)
and a rugby brain comparable to one of Mr.
Hammond's penfolds. A character who will
The season got off to a fine start with a fine
never allow you to forget him. Great value!
thrashing of Bedford Modern School by 26-0.
Mobile and constructive forward work, acCompetent wins against Haberdasher's and
companied by fast and incisive back running,
Haileybury led us to our final game against St.
was indicative of the season as a whole. The
Paul's. Not knowing anything about the team,
game ended with a jubilant Wyer-Roberts sayapart from the nonsense I fed them about being
ing, "Sir, rucking really works-we stuffed them!"
unbeaten, the team went into the game deterYes, Ben, I've seen it on T.V. too.
mined to win well. Win well they did, 17-0,
which could easily have been many more but
The following match against Dulwich ended
for final last-ditch tackling Custer would have
in a hard-fought 10-3 victory. Poor refereeing
been proud of. Binns produced yet another
ignored off-side after off-side. At times the
fine performance. With extra paceand maturity,
opposing centres were using French and
Chris has realised he can cope at a high level.
Wolfenden's oxygen supply!
French was magnificent with his decisive runs,
Things got better at home to Harrow. An
ridiculous side-steps and spiralling kicks. Neil,
impressive 30-4 victory showed plenty of flair
the tallest man on two matchsticks, really should
and power, Wolfenden being particularly
be the Wade Dooley of the team, but prefers to
impressive. Keir, in between his part-time job
as a mannequin at "Next", has made a hobby of show his own brand in the backs. A boot the
size of Alex Penn's right biceps, he has been a
scoring tries. He has hands too large for Dino
great asset to the team.
Zoff's gloves! With a lengthy stride, he constantly made long and scoring runs during the
There were othervaluable performers throughseason, often longer than an average Hammond out the season. David Rowe, possibly the most
tee-shot! Not surprisingly, he was leading tryintelligent forward who has ever played the
scorer, with 19. He is a talent and my prediction Colts, due to the fact he was never confused by
for the white jersey with the red rose.
any of my team talks, was a tireless grafter. Jim
With the refusal of Mill Hill to play us, there was Marsden continually played with aggression
and his headless chicken impressions added
only Oundle left to play before flying off to
Portugal. In a dour game, bri 11 iantly refereed, the variety to our back row. Harvey Pinney gave
useful support. A man composed of 6000
School won by two solitary tries on the wilderstacked Lego bricks, he added height and
ness of Kirkman's.
The Tour was a great success. It brought play- weight with occasional aggression. Huw Arthur
must be the best dressed man in rugby! Mrs.
ers together, allowing greater understanding of
each other, gaining valuable international expe- Arthur was the only mother who didn't need to
wash her son's kit during the season. Andrew
rience and playing to win. Then how did we
Martin: someone who would throw his body,
lose to Uppingham 6-0? Even one of my "mohead first at a steam rollerand still come up with
tivational" speeches didn't work. Was it the fact
the ball. Russell 'joker' Smith: he was the only
that it was still half term? Was it the journey?
person who could understand him! Rob Stone
Were people recovering from sun stroke? Was
who's kicking improved during the season,
it the extra pressures of GCSE Geography? or
managing 22 yards by the end. Joe Smith
was it the numerous incredible decisions made
always played with a smile. Is this because he
by the referee? Probably a bit of each. Neverand Huw likes scrummaging together? finally a
theless it came as a major disappointment to
question "Has Gyles Neville left the School?"
player, parent and coach alike.

Colts XV
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The team needed to be very good to reach the
standard of lastyear's squad. They did this with
team spirit and commitment. Bedford School
can count itself fortunate to have so much talent
available. The sad reality is that next season the
boys will be split up. Not that this should affect
them too much - they have made the most of
their season together. Each player has the
ability to improve and impress. Good luck to
Neil, Keir and Ben in their search for national
honours and my hopes go out to you all in the
enjoyable and exciting rugby seasons ahead.
Squad:
Wyer-Roberts*, Penn*, Marsden*, Neville,
Arthur, Rowe*, West, Smith J, Smith R,
Okonkwo*, Gomarsall*, Binns*, Watts*, Stone,
Nyamekye, Pinney, Cottam, Wolfenden*,
French*.
* denotes the player was selected for Bedfordshire Schools' U-16.
In addition, French, Gomershall, Wolfenden
and Wyer-Roberts played for East Midlands U16, and French, Wolfenden and Wyer-Roberts
were selected for the Midlands U-16.

Colts A'
P 9; W 6; L 3
Any successful season requires two basic
factors: enjoyment and victory. Both of these
were evident i n large and digestible doses, and
this really tells the story. This lot have a tremendous team spirit, built up over two years of
playing together, and such a collection of talented characters can rarely have been seen in
an 'A' XV.
They were outplayed by no-one. The biggest
defeat, by 10 points, came at Haileybury when
half the side took a day in bed,- Harrow was lost
by a mathematical miracle (by two points) and
St. Edwards edged home because Joe Nyaneke wore the wrong sized boots. Match of the
season? Probably a disciplined display against
a handy Oundle outfit, although it was nice to
beat Rugby ('flu bug and all!).
The half-back combination of Pope and Sutcliffe became as familiar to our ears (well, mine,
anyway) as Hobbsand Sutcliffe. Phil Pope took
the flak when things went, wrong, was immensely loyal to team and coach, and never let
us down on the pitch. Gordon Sutcliffe was the
most unlucky man not to get a game for the first
XV: his Phil Bennett swerve and side-step was
a joy to watch as was his talent for conserving
energy in training! Jon Charlton slotted into fullback like a fish into water, and, although pace
isn't his greatest asset, his positioning was first
class.
Lyndon Wood in the centre proved that skill
does rule the world but his partner, Switzer,
showed that hustle-bustle gets you a long way!
Ziggy "the star" Liaquat came from oblivion to
make try-scoring seem like an occupational
hazard, and Anthony Davis on the other soon
picked up the basic rule of wing play: "catch it
before you run"!
We were delighted to welcome Joe Nyameke
and Russell Smith for numerous guest appearances. Joe'sdisco-dancingcrash-ball technique

was a unique asset and Russell "the bull-dozer"
a potential match winner.
So much for the fly-by-nights. As any good
Englishman knows, the match is won in the
pack, and this unit was up to the chal lenge. Jez
Smith was solid, reliable and nice to everyone
except his opposite number. Fernando Vega,
the other prop, was quite an import: "Who is
that hard-running centre?" asked one coach!
Leon Butler deserves a special mention here:
often picked at the eleventh hour, he performed willingly and never let us down. Jonathon Evans hooked like an electric eel and
could be a 'nasty man' when necessary.
Dan Clarkson and Guy Marshall were often the
unsung heroes. They both worked hard and like
any good second row did not stand out in a
crowd. The back row was bristling with talent.
Chris Cottam, our loquacious arachnid with the
size 12 heart, was a fly-half's nightmare as openside. Miles Hawthorne, with the size 12 feet,
was surely the most improved player of the
season: by the St. Paul's game he was dominating everything (even the post-match press
conference!). Harvey Pinney and Jim Marsden
shared the other place, when not on first team
duty, and consistently showed power and commitment. Finally, a mention to those who filled
in so well: namely, Moore, Millson, Hill and the
other Smith - many thanks. Well done, chaps,
thanks for the "drop of the hard stuff", and al I the
very best for next year.
Team (from): Phillip Pope (Captain), Gordon
Sutcliffe, Jon Charlton, Anthony Davis, Richard
Switzer, Lyndon Wood, Jeremy Smith, Joe
Nyameke, Zighurn Liaquat, Russell Smith, Jonathan Evans, Fernando Vega, Leon Butler, Guy
Marshall, Dan Clarkson, Chris Cottam (p-l), Miles
Hawthorne, Harvey Pinney and Jim Marsden.
H. D. H.

PORTUGAL: COLTS' TOUR
Introduction by Andrew Martin
For some time the tour seemed as far off in
reality as Portugal was from Bedford; except, of
course, for our own Mr. Davey who, it was said,
had been seen dreamily caressing a 3D contoured map of Portugal, sighing longingly with
geographical desire. As for Mr. Hammond, the
much acclaimed second team coach, the joy
was much more restrained to a friendly knock
on the arm, a cheeky grin accompanied by a
cheery'Not long now boys!'Mr. Firth slid around
the School academically and the mention of
Portugal was music to his ears and exhaustion to
ours. Mr. Batterham was rarely asked about or
discussed Portugal, as his opinion was
mystical...and meaningless. As for the lowly
Doc. Crowe, he remained the sullen red shadow
riding around the School searching for rugby
balls...and Jim Marsden.

ceived black shirts and tour bags. Last but not
least, there were the trendy tour ties which, as
consolation, were blue and salmon pinkstriped.
The tour started when everyone arrived in
chinos and black polo shirts at Luton International Airport. Maybe this was because Mr.
Davey had nothing else to wear and wanted us
included in the same torture. The plane flight
was long and arduous except for Mr. Hammond, whose short in-flight romance earned
him the name of the 'Britannia Romantic', still
held today.

The Facts
by Ben Wyer-Roberts
We touched down in Lisbon on Monday,
23rd October at around 4 o'clock. After an
hour's drive we arrived at our hotel and were
soon checked in and unpacking our boots.
Situated near the market town of Cascais, our
hotel was close enough to walk there and that
evening the tour party made their way to a local
restaurant to sample their first traditional Portuguese dish: pizza!
Tuesday saw our opening game against Universidad Livre. After a short training session 'on
the beach', the squad were prepared for the
match. Leaving the hotel at 3.30 p.m., we
arrived about an hour later at an unexpectedly
wet, well-situated venue. Wearing for the first
time the aforementioned pink strips, we felt as
o d d as we must have looked but as the game
began it didn't matter, as Bedford's superior
style, shown in the pre-tour matches, shone
through with constant pressure by the pack
providing good possession for the backs, leading to several first half tries and not much in the
way of opposition pressure. The score line
should have been higher for Bedford but the
lack of a decisive finish kept the number of tries
low. The second ha If was a d i fferent story as we
realised that the opposition backs were their
weakness and that our backs could capitalise.
The best try of this new-found initiative for
Bedford was one that could only have been
scored by our two wingers, Chike Okenkwo
and Gyles Neville, showing an excellent exPortugal bound: the Colts Squad

The tour real ly started with the arrival of the kit.
Expecting smooth salmon pink shirts, white
shorts and white and pink striped socks, w e got
the next best thing: blue socks, blue shorts and
a fluorescent pink shirt, not forgetting the
emblem which looked like a blue carrot with
some feathers stuck in each side. We also re242

ample of speed, support and inventive play.
Towards the end of the game things began to
get scrappy. More physical elements came into
the game, Chris Cottam finding out what foul
play was all about, falling victim to a neat right
uppercut. Eventually the game was stopped
due to bad light; the score was 29-3. Although
the game was a bruiser, the party was glad that
the tour had got off with a bang. After the game
the team went over to the opposition club
house to experience the post-match hospitality. Although it was a little basic, the atmosphere and our hosts were very friendly and
enthusiastic to talk and ask about our rugby.
Finally, presentations were made and goodbyes
were said and we had to go back to the hotel.
Despite noticeable casualties from the previous match, w e went on with our morning run
'on the beach' and the rest of the day was spent
in Cascais, as was the evening, where another
Portuguese dinner was tried: burger and chips.
Generally the party relaxed in order to be ready
for what was said to be the toughest match of
the tour the next day, at Coimbra.
With no run in the morning, the day started for
most of us with a d i p i n the pool or a strol I down
to the beach to collect some rays! Because the
next match was over three and a half hours from
base, the party left for the game at 1.30 in order
to get there in good time. As for the match, it
was totally different from the first. With the
considerable size in the opposition's pack
complementing the whole team's general
commitment and organisation, the Bedford
'pinkies' faced one of the toughest tasks of their
season. The first half was extremely strongly
contested, especially in the forwards. Unable
to capitalise on our own possession, the same
was true of the Coimbra backs due to energetic
covering by all. With prospects of a try fading,
Bedford went for the easy opportunities and
finished the first half at 3-3. The second half
again was quicker than the first and the opposition seemed to come on even harder, creati ng
more problems, especially through very fast
running backs. Even though the side was playing with several new players, we soaked up this
pressure especially in the front 5 led by in-

catch the ball, a task, hearing Jim, Gyles and
Alex apologise, an epic; watching Mark Watts
and Andrew Martin chat up.... blokes, a worry,seeing Chris Cottam take 'aggro', an educationwaiting for Mr. Hammond to get out of the
shower and get ready, a hardship,- watching
Doc. Crowe look after Mr. Batterham and Mr.
Firth, a laugh,- being associated with everyone
on the tour a privilege and honour.
Thanks for the memories.
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spired prop, Alex Penn. Eventually the Bedford
pressure paid off with an excellent series of
attacks and tries from Wolfenden and Neville,
earning a good victory, 11-6.
Though the match was exciting and very much
enjoyed, the post match hospitality were excellent. After some discussion in theclub house,
we were led into a hall for dinner. With excellent company and plenty of food and drink, the
night went on riotously for 50 young men and
many 'merry' coaches.
As usual, there was a morning run 'on the
beach' before the day got going and as there
was no game there was a trip into Lisbon on the
local train in the afternoon. Not really knowing
quite what to make of this visit, we came to the
conclusion that it should be put down as one of
those things that are packed full of 'experiences'! "Remember, boys, this is also an educational trip."
Saturday was the day of our final game. Even
from kick-off it was obvious that Belenenfef
were in no way as good as the other two teams.
Forward domination was instant and the centres
displayed their talents for splitting their opponents right open and punishing any mistakes.
The eventual score was 53-3 but that was of no
real consequence: the last match had been a
victory with not one try against us on the tour.
We made a short stay at the opposition clubhouse in the national stadium. The presentations were made and we said our goodbyes
and then we were off back to base and the
victory celebrations on the beach and later in
Cascois!
Sunday was the last whole day and the last
real chance for us to see Portugal. Because of
this, a special dinner was arranged at the famous Estoril Casino. For most of the morning
and afternoon we stayed either in town or on
the beach refining our sun tans! That evening
presentations were made ridiculous by Mr.
Firth, and were followed by the dinner and
subsequent cabaret. From 8 till late we all took
in the high life of the rich and famous of Portugal.
All too quickly it was Monday again. It was

time to go home backto November in England.
An early start by the entire party meant that all
the packing had been done by about 11 and
there was just time for some last minute sunbathing or shopping before the long journey
back. Although the tourwas for only a week, we
all felt that we had made the most of it and
when it was time to get on the coach for the
airport, not one of us wasn't sad to see it all end.
Though we again had to wait around for a while
at Lisbon airport, in what seemed like a short
space of time we were on the plane and leaving
the sun.
In conclusion the tour was thought by all to
have been a great success with some rather
unexpected but enjoyable moments. Many
thanks must go to the tour organiser, Mr. Davey,
and staff, Mr. Hammond, Mr. Firth, Mr. Batterham and of course Doc. Crowe. Special thanks
also go to the sponsors of our tour, Mr. Marti n of
Van Son Holland Inks and Mr. C. West of Arcade, U.K., Mr. G. Wolfenden of Ford and Mr.
Gomarsall.

A disappointing season in many respects. On
the basis of last year's record the team had
every expectation of a good season. This was
not to be, however. There emerged a certain
dinosaur element in the team's mentality: they
were too slow to adapt in order to survive. The
game of rugby is a team game,- it requires all
members of the team to work together and to
work for each other. Too often our efforts this
year were characterised by fine individual effort but a lack of necessary team support. Thus
it was that the team had a good defensive
record, rarely conceding more than about ten
poi nts i n a game, but at the same time there was
an inability to score points. The inevitable is, of
course, defeat. The team did show, on occasions, a glimpse of their potential; they do
possess the ability to put together a fine running
and handling game. However, it is first necessary to win secure ball. Too often there was a
failure to make the ball available early enough
and impetus was lost. Equally, pressure on the
opposition tended to evaporate as we gave
away careless penalties,- high tackles, offsides,
etc., are not the hallmarks of a thinking side.
Alternatively we would kick away hard-won
ball with a singular lack of thought - usually
straight into the hands of the opposition. In
fairness, however, many of the problems
centred on the front row. The squad always
lacked anyone of the necessary stature and
mentality to prop. Without a solid.front row
base the task will always be uphill.

But all was not gloom and despondency. The
team did win the County U-15 competition in
Tour Personnel: M. West, A. Martin, A. Penn, H. the Daily Mail Cup although, injury hit, they were
Arthur, D. Rowe, J. Marsden, M. Watts, B. Wyer- later knocked out by Northamptonshire. There
are many talented players in the squad. Oliver
Roberts, A. Gomarsall, R. Stone, G. Neville, N.
Watts and John Fisher always played with great
French, K. Wolfenden, C.Okonkwa, C. Binns, J.
Smith, A. Dawes, R. Smith, J. Charlton, C. Cottam, courage and commitment, particularly in the
loose. The team was very ably captained by
J. Nyamekye, D. Clarkson.
Kevin Phenix who did well to hold the centre
Staff: S. Davey, H. Hammond, T. Firth, A.
togetherwith a variety of partners. Richard Pape
Batterham, A. Crowe.
was a late addition to the squad and added a
good measure of strength and pace to the
midfield, and his confidence will improve with
For the Love of Training!
added experience. Charles Payne was our only
county player this year and has developed his
by Sean Davey
game well during the season. James McCarthy
Portugal was an educational experience for
bolstered up the front row through necessity
all. I knew peeling Mr. Batterham and Mr. Firth
although his talents are clearly more suited to
from the sand would be difficult, teaching Jim
the back row.
Marsden and Ben Wyer-Roberts table manners,
hard; stopping Chike and Joe sharing the same
The season was characterised by the large
bedroom, impossible,- teaching Russell Smith
number of players who contributed to the first
maturity, a chore,- hearing Chris Binns and
team. Although many of these changes werAndrew Gomershall not talk about Hockey, a
eenforced by injury, it is quite clear that many
delight; watching Huw and Kier blow-wave
good players are still coming through. There is
their hair, a duty,- teaching Antony Davies to
much to build on for the seasons to come.
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tic of the season was that they only had eight
an egg when his 100 metre heat is on. It didn't
The following played: A. McGavin, R. Wild,
more points scored against them than they
take an ear on the track to hear Ellis coming: one
A. Kirby, R. Etok, J. Barlow, R. Pape, K. Phenix
scored themselves! The main try scorers were
had only to see his post-tackle crater. To feel the
(Captain), D. Fossey, M. Evans, J. Taylor, N.
bustle of his hand-off, remember your lip after
Hood, L. Fitzgerald-Finch, J. McCarthy, N. Walsh, Harris, at No 8, who was probably the most
improved player over the season, and Jeffferthe dentists. Sleight of hand was Cobb, so light
J. Fisher, N. Smith, J. Goodban, O. Slack, O.
son on the wing who proved very difficult to
that he'd make no marks if we played on cake.
Hallsworth, J. Oliver, O. Watts, C. Payne, R.
stop in running in some superb tries.
It was just possible that he wasn't inside the
Marsden.
shirt you grabbed. Jefferson's atomic head-on
A. J.C.
McCardle was secure and safe at scrum half
tackles were reported north of Carlisle by men
while his halfback partner, Hughes, was a real
in head-phones. McCormick and White stung
enigma - at times he kicked and directed well
around the base, releasing density-freeTaucher.
but every now and then he forgot where he
U15'A
With a following wind, his clearance kicks rewas! Dabek and Crowe were the best combiNearly thirty players represented the team
quired somebody else to pick them up. Walshe
nation of centres,-Dabeka solid all-round player
during the season, and many performed credthought tactically like a television without vertiand Crowe with that little bit of flair that makes
itably in unfamiliar roles,- what with a fluid first
cal hold; and the dot on the screen disapteam and the double scourge of injuries and the him difficult to predict (both for opponents
peared altogether for Heslett, who was brave
and team mates alike). Richardson tackled
'flu, team selection became a matter of
enough to find out life is a challenge needing an
soundly and was difficult to stop from close in,
headcounts. Nonetheless, there were more
oxygen mask.
whilst Adair finally secured the fullback posivictories than losses, and at no time did the
losing margin exceed 10 points. Three captains tion from an unlucky Cuttress. Cobb played a
There's no need to suck the trumpet: the boys'
number of matches in the centre and on the
were needed. Chris Parsons was the first incumrecord should be available in the foyer.
wing, and, although a little light, proved himself
bent and played consistently well at fly-half.
Team from: Adair, Beagent, Bennett, Cobb,
a skilled player.
Jeremy Taylor, an intelligent tactician, linked
Cochrane, Cutress, Dabek, Ellis, Heslett, Louwith him to form a reliable partnership behind
sada, McCormick, Richardson, Sharp, SnowWhat the front row lacked in size they made
the scrum. The strong running of Richard Wild
don, Taucher, Tong, Walshe, White, Jothilingam,
up for in determination. Drought at hooker was
and, before rapid promotion to the top team,
Ngondo, Jefferson, Caves, Moore, Rainbow,
the best of the three and produced some
Richard Pape, made life difficult for the oppoWildman.
outstanding all-round performances. He was
sition, and the defence was in general excelwell supported by the unobtrusive but solid
T. F.
lent.
Moore and the ever improving, technically
sound, Cochrane. In the second row Lea was
The pack was lightweight, but improved their
JUNIOR LEAGUE RUGBY
partnered by Thorp who was the main ball
mobility steadily. Idrees Haider was the most
winner in the lineouts, and strove hard throughforceful, but often lacked the close support
Over the last decade or more, there have
out. Flankers Watson and Beagent gave Harris
required. Rob Walker spent most of the season
been matches against Bedford Modern School
valuable support in the back row, with Watson
offside, as a good flanker should, and Karl
not just at under fourteen and under fifteen 1st
the stronger on attack and Beagent the more
Winrow, the third captain, became a highly
and 2nd XV level but also 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th
effective player in the loose, as well as a skilful secure on defence.
XVs in those age-groups. Indeed, the 3rd XVs
hooker. Jamie Oliver was unlucky to miss half
I have no doubt that results will improveas this in both age groups have a few other fixtures as
the season through injury, and latterly showed
team goes through the School. With a little more well. No report has ever reached "The Ousel"
touches of clever No. 8 play.
on these matches in the past, so I write this
confidence in their own ability and a greater
article to redress the balance a little.
willingness to take a chance and not worry
Training did not figure as one of the season's
about making mistakes they could well surprise
highlights, and match day enthusiasm had to
The under fourteen 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th teams
themselves. An extra six inches (or whatever
compensate for some lack of basic skills. All the
had a successful term with all but two of the
that is in centimetres) would also help!
same, the regulars seemed to enjoy their sucmatches against B.M.S. being won,-the 5th and
cesses, and take the reverses in their stride,
6th XVs lost first time round but came back to
The final XV was: Adair, Jefferson, Crowe,
which can't be too bad for a team who suffered
record good victories at home in the second
Dabek, Richardson, Hughes, McCardle, Comore than their fair share of disruption, not least
matches. The 3rd XV recorded excellent victochrane, Drought, Moore, Thorp, Lea (Captain),
two games cancelled by 'flu ridden opposiries against the newly opened independent
Watson, Harris and Beagent.
tion.
Northamptonshire Grammar School's IstXVand
A. M. T.
St .Paul's 3rd XV. It should be noted that many
R. C. D.
tries were scored by the wings running at the
opposition in both the 3rd and 4th XVs which
U14AXV
is a tribute to the quality of play at this level,- the
P11,W9, L2, DO
forwards won good possession which was
Twenty-four boys played this year, winning 9
U14XV
out of 11 games. That sounds like cheating, but then confidently used by the backs. The 3rd
Whilst not one of the most successful of U14
and 4th team forward-play was much i mproved
then we had some legendary men.
XVsof recentyearsthisyear'steam, and indeed
by the presence of two off-game lower sixth
The side improved to the extent that 'lastthe whole of the top game, were amongst the
formers,
Jeremy Garman and Philip Handley
ditch'
Cutress
could
move
out
of
goal
at
fullmost enjoyable to be associated with, and
who were able to help coach them on several
back into his role as ball-handling'fancy-pants'.
attempt to coach! It certainly was not an easy
occasions and to offer helpful support from the
Cropping up in back displays of decoys and
season for the players and it spoke volumes for
sideline in the matches.
dummy dodges, looking like the moment after
their general character and determination that
a Roman candle detonates, he took the ball
The under fifteen league sides also had a
they stuck to the task in hand, and never gave
running. Tong was a Welsh 70's star (if you
successful term beating B.M.S. in all eight
up, believing that each game could be won.
narrowed your eyes), hitting gaps with a gear
matches; the experiment of making rugby an
Much of the credit must go to the Captain,
change: turning on a pin-top. Jothilingam,
option for the 3rd and 4th games in the second
David Lea, who, after starting the season as a
especially against Haileybury, struck the ball so
half of term proved worthwhile as there was a
stalwart front row, moved to the second row,
well trained squad to form a nucleus for the 5th
where he proved a much more effective player. swiftly at hooker that it's possible he needs a
drugs test. Wildman ran like a man on uppers,and 6th XV matches. The U15 3rd XV played
Not only did he continually encourage his playthree other matches, beating Mill Hill and
ers but he also set a fine example, on and off the with knees round his ears, he carved figure
eights, looking for posts in the haystack. Limby
Haileybury quite convincingly but losing to
field.
Ngondo sacked the helicopter airlift man and
Oundle having played well in the first half but
Three games out of eleven were won, though
making the mistake of losing cohesion as a team
any team that loses three games by three points found his own feet for getting to the breakdown (usually Wildman). No longer can I boil
in the second. The Junior Series B House Rugby
or less is unlucky, and indeed the curious statis244

League was played in the second half of the
term and was keenly contested, as always. St
Peters won this with both good team-work and
the presence of two mountainous Chinese lads
in the pack, although to be fair to the side they
had many other good players including their
skilful Captain and Scrum-half, Sam Laite.
I hope, with increased recognition of the
worth of the rugby being played at this level
and the enjoyment shown by the players, that
those top game special ists who sneer at 'Junior
League incompetents' may realise that the records show that some of them may find their
positions in jeopardy as sizes and weights alter
and good players earn promotion from the 2nd
and 3rd games.
D. C. B.

HOCKEY: UNDER 16
National Runners-Up, 1989-90
In many ways this has been an extraordinarily
difficult year for the Under 16 Indoor Hockey
Squad but the rewards at the end of the campaign have made it all very worthwhile! Being in
the shadow of the Under 18 squad throughout
the year took away much of the pressure and
watching the key senior players resulted in
'new' individual techniques being successfully
copied and employed.
Several of the fifth formers originally invited to
become part of the squad in September chose
not to become involved, some from the outset
and others after the first couple of sessions
when they spotted that competition from the
year below for the principal places might lead
to a lot of 'bench time'. The resulting rather
young squad initially looked frail, but improved
at a remarkable rate despite difficulties in getting everyone together both for practices and
for the Tournaments when later commitments
were aggressively thrust upon certain shoulders. Thoughts of an early exit from the competition remained frequent, but not so deeply
ingrained as to affect performance: the five out
of the eight who were young enough to play
again next year wanted to get as much experience as possible from this year's competition,
while the 'senior' three all had personal points
to prove.
With nothing to lose, a composed and relaxed squad found that getting through the
preliminary round was accomplished without
too much trouble. Even though goals were not
easy to come by, the sound defence of Nick
Hood in goal, Angus Lochhead on the left and
skipper Lyndon Wood on the right meant that a
few were always enough. The power of Andrew Gomarsall in the middle was effective
enough to ensure that at least a few went in at
the other end, while Alastair Neal's ever improving confidence and skill at right attack left
most defenders floundering.
The East Finals were slightly disappointing in
the standard of opposition arriving from the
other preliminary rounds. However, having to
start without two senior members involved in a
County rugby training session meant that the

Front Row A Lochhead, N Hood, L Wood (Captain), J Cuttress (PHOTOGRAPH J B Watson Esq)

day was nearly lost before it had really begun.
Fortunately James'super-sub'Cutress managed
to come up with a crucial winning goal in the
final second of the first match, while Jeremy
Taylor used the opportunity to show that he
was capable of holding things together in the
middle. After their eventual arrival, Chris Binns
did a short but effective demolition job on the
team structure of Watford Grammar while
Andrew Gomarsall rapidly got into his goal
scoring stride. It was a great pleasure to see the
return of the East U16 title to the School after an
absence of two years.
The all-English squad came up with the idea
of two practices per week for the remainder of
the Christmas Term but in fact it proved impossible to get everyone together at all! However,
some good work was put in by a small nucleus
over the last few days of the holidays. In particular, it was found that Jeremy Taylor could
consistently handstop to even the most pernickety umpire's satisfaction and Alastair Neal
could then deposit the ball accurately into the
corner of the goal. The hours spent on just this
one aspect of the game were to be well rewarded in the National Finals at the end of
January when the corner conversion rate rose
significantly. Tim McCormick, another Under 14
player, joined the squad to help with numbers
in practice games.
General Portfolio pic generously helped with
the smart turn out of the squad at Crystal Palace
where a very positive start, unusual for Bedford
sides, prevented Taunton School from ever
getting into the first game. The other matches
had quickly revealed that Daneford School from
the South would provide the toughest opposition, and unfortunately they were met in the
second match. After being given a goal in the
first few seconds, we suddenly lost all defensive discipline leaving Nick Hood more exposed than he would have liked: he was somewhat unprepared for the extra work suddenly
thrust upon him and was angry with himself for
the way in which Daneford quickly took a 4-1
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lead. A gutsy spell saw us claw back to 4-3
before the superior physical mobility of the
opposition saw them open their lead again.
The disappointment of this heavy defeat was
successfully thrown off with the knowledge
that two wins against the remaining two teams,
which was by now suggested by the form
book, would see us into the silver medal spot.
However, it is often more difficult to win the
'comfortable' games and it is further testimony
to the team's 'brains' that they managed to
achieve this end with only a short spell at the
beginning of the third game giving the Coach,
N. J. Cox, and the invaluable Team Psychiatrist,
R. J. Walker, a few heart flutters! Alastair Neal
converted corners, strokes and a few openplay chances to end with nine goals, with
others slotting home a few important chances.
Not many were missed, which was fortunate as
chances were few and far between! Meanwhile, Taunton had thrust themselves into the
frame by unexpectedly beating Daneford and
there was the possibility of being edged out
into third position with three teams on 6 points.
Goals scored' temporarily took on immense
significance, restricting the freedom to make
the substitutions that would allowall members
of the squad to take the court. Taunton later let
us off the hook by dropping another point,
leaving us alone with Daneford on 6 points.
Thinking back to September, a National Runners
Up position (and only by goals scored) magnificently exceeded those early expectations!
Next year, of course, life is going to be more
difficult: unfortunately perhaps, we will be
expected to do well and the pressure will be
on from the start, although another year of
growing must help those returning! A few new
recruits, with the same ambition and dedication, will be required to bring the squad numerically up to strength. They will undoubtedly
encounter many of the same problems as this
last year's group, it is to be hoped that they can
overcome them with the same spirit!
N.J.C

